The importance of material flow management for a profit-maximizing firm has been well-articulated in the supply chain literature. We demonstrate in our analytical model that a firm must also actively manage information flows within the supply chain, which translates to controlling what it knows, as well as what its competitors and suppliers know. In our model of horizontal competition between an informed and an uninformed firm with a common upstream supplier, material and information flows intersect through leakage of demand (order) information to unintended recipients. As a result, the informed firm's drive to control information flows within the supply chain can trigger operational losses through material flow distortion. These losses can be so severe that the firm may prefer not to acquire information even when it is costless to do so. Our results underscore the importance of Strategic Information Management-actively managing the supply chain's information flows, and making trade-offs with material flows where appropriate, in order to maximize profits.
this initiative.
The previous examples of leakage have the following common structure: One firm is privy to a second firm's private information as a result of a special (vertical) relationship, and then leaks this information to a horizontally competing firm. In this spirit, our model of a supply chain consists of two horizontally competing manufacturers sourcing from the same supplier. One manufacturer, the 'incumbent', takes the lead in introducing a new product with uncertain demand in a market. The second manufacturer, the 'entrant', follows the incumbent in the market with the same or a perfectly substitutable product. The incumbent firm has superior demand information (compared to the entrant), such as information "about a region and its specific tastes" as in the Newbury Comics example discussed above. Consequently, the incumbent's order to the supplier is likely to reflect some of that information.
The supplier in turn could leak the incumbent's order information to the entrant. Knowing this, the incumbent needs to order strategically. This structure in its barest form is akin to the Newbury Comics and Liz Claiborne examples detailed above; it captures supplier-driven leakage, highlighted as a leading supply chain risk in multiple surveys (cf Lee and Whang (2000) , Zhang and Li (2006) ).
We analytically study the impact of information leakage on both information and material flows in the supply chain. We explicitly model firms' incentives to acquire, share and disseminate demand information, and their impact on order quantities and sales. A number of important questions arise, that we address in our analysis: How does the threat of leakage affect the supply chain's information flows (acquisition and sharing) and material flows (order quantities and sales)? When does the supplier leak information? Can the incumbent conceal information to prevent leakage? Does the incumbent acquire information in equilibrium? How can the supplier influence information and material flows (and ultimately, his profits) through the wholesale price?
In the following Section, we develop a framework for Strategic Information Management, within which these and related questions fit naturally and can be addressed.
Operational and Informational Imperatives; Strategic Information Management
We define a firm's efforts to maximize its profits by optimizing material flows within the supply chain as its Operational Imperative. Examples of the operational imperative include centralized inventory control (cf Zipkin, 2000) , cleverly chosen vertical contracts such as quantity discounts, buy-back contracts and options (Cachon, 2003) , and Cournot or Stackelberg outcomes under horizontal competition (cf Tirole, 1988) . With a few notable exceptions (surveyed in the literature review below), the supply chain literature has focused on the operational imperative, while assuming that the supply chain's information endowment ('who knows what') is fixed. This conflates the profit maximization objective with material flow optimization. While reasonable in many settings, this conflation can lead to sub-optimal outcomes for firms, particularly in information-rich contexts. In such settings (as we demonstrate), firms must take into account the effect of their decisions on both their own information endowments and their competition's. Jensen and Meckling (1992) point out that economists, going back to Hayek (1945) 's seminal work, have also often assumed that the information endowment of the economy or system under analysis is exogenously fixed. They argue that " Hayek (1945) takes the distribution of knowledge in the economy as given and never mentions the cost of transferring or producing this knowledge...like
Hayek, economists have taken the distribution of knowledge as a given...they have extensively analyzed the effects of information asymmetry [taken as given] on contracting relations." (Emphasis added). In contrast, the endogeneity of information endowments for individual firms is central to our model of the supply chain.
When information endowments are endogenously determined, firms need to manage them strategically. This gives rise to the firm's Informational Imperative-its drive to optimize information flows within the supply chain. Specifically, the informational imperative drives the firm to maximize its profits by simultaneously managing not just its own information endowment, but also those of its competitors and suppliers. Moreover, a firm's operational and informational imperatives are often in conflict, as in our model, necessitating their joint management. Since optimizing just the material flows (while ignoring their impact on information flows) leads to sub-optimal performance, we posit the need for
Strategic Information Management-actively managing the firm's informational imperative, and making appropriate tradeoffs with the operational imperative should conflicts arise, in order to maximize profits.
Hence the central leitmotif of this paper, in the context of information leakage, is the importance of strategic information management for firms: Information may be acquired, shared, inferred or even leaked, and firms' strategies collectively determine their information endowments and profits.
Literature Review
Anand and Mendelson (1997) were among the first to explicitly model information flows in a supply chain. In their model, order quantities, production and sales are functions of the information acquired and disseminated within the supply chain; further, both information acquisition and the extent of information dissemination (within the supply chain) are decision variables. Their setting is a monopoly firm operating in multiple horizontal markets, with a 'Center' (headquarters) and branches selling in the individual markets. They model two types of information: 'data' (e.g. POS data) which are transferrable, and 'local knowledge' (such as intuition and expertise on local market conditions) which by their very nature cannot be shared in a timely or cost-effective manner in an organizational setting.
The organizational design (whether centralized or decentralized) determines the decision rights ('Who decides what?') within the firm, while the IT structure determines the informational endowment ('Who knows what?') of the decision makers. They show that a firm's IT and organizational structures are intertwined, necessitating their joint optimization. Like Anand and Mendelson (1997), we too endogenize the information endowment of the supply chain. However, in our competitive setting, material and information flows interact through leakage of order quantities, and (dis-)incentives for sharing information play a central role.
While Anand and Mendelson (1997) synthesize the entire gamut of information flows, other papers isolate and study specific components of these flows, such as information sharing, leakage and acquisition.
These are surveyed below.
Information Sharing
The supply chain literature on information sharing typically assumes that information is shared truthfully by all parties (ignoring the role of incentives) and emphasizes operational effectiveness, such as inventory control, alleviation of the bull-whip effect, or minimizing supply-demand mismatch costs (See Chen (2003) for a recent survey.). Thus the focus has been on material flow optimization for a given information endowment, rather than the joint, endogenous determination of material and information flows. However, Gavirneni (2002) , while assuming truthful sharing of information, demonstrates that the optimal use of information flows may necessitate modifications in the firm's operating policies to maximize profits.
Representative papers on information sharing under horizontal competition include Li (1985 Li ( , 2002 , Gal-Or (1985, 86) , Shapiro (1986) , Vives (1984) and Raith (1996) . These papers look at the effect of the types of competition (Bertrand or Cournot), the types of products (complements or substitutes) and the nature of information ('common' demand information or 'private' cost information) on the decision to share information. The consensus is that under Cournot competition with substitute products (a setting similar to ours), firms do not share demand information . Three key assumptions underlie these models: (A1) Firms receive demand signals, if any, by default, i.e., information acquisition is not a decision variable; (A2) The decision to share or not share information is made ex-ante rather than ex-post, i.e., before the demand (or cost) signal is obtained; and (A3) The information is shared either truthfully or by using a garbling function known to all players (and, typically, enforced by an outside agency). We relax all three assumptions in our analysis.
A partial exception to the above is Ziv (1993) , who relaxes assumptions (A2) − (A3) (but not (A1))
in the context of a private-cost-horizontal-competition model. He explicitly considers ex post incentives to share private cost information with horizontally competing firms. Firms lie about their true costs, but enforcing appropriate (message-dependent) costs to signaling can induce truthful revelation. Similarly, in Lin et al (2005) 's model of inter-firm knowledge transfer, message-dependent costs are critical for an uninformed 'receiver firm' to distinguish among 'sender firms' who differ in their levels of knowledge.
Cachon and Lariviere (2001) consider ex post incentives for information sharing in a vertical contract.
Our model includes both a vertical contract and horizontal competition. Like Cachon and Lariviere (2001), our incumbent 'signals' to the upstream supplier but, because of possible leakage, the signal gets transmitted to a horizontally competing retailer as in Ziv (1993) .
Information Leakage
In Li (2002) , retailers are engaged in Cournot competition under uncertain demand, and they procure an identical product from a common supplier. Each retailer operates under assumptions (A1) − (A3), detailed earlier, while sharing demand information with the supplier. When the supplier sets the wholesale price (which is a function of the disclosed information), those retailers who choose not to share their private information with the supplier can infer the information of those who do from the wholesale price. Li calls this information leakage, and shows that no information is shared in equilibrium. One possible driver of this result is that the supplier is not strategic: His incentives to extract and disseminate retailers' demand information are not modeled (assumption (A4)). This analysis is left for future research." In this spirit, our model considers acquisition of demand information by one of the firms in a Stackelberg setting, and explicitly factors in incentives for information acquisition and revelation, leading to a multi-stage embedded signaling game.
Summary
To summarize, much of the extant supply chain literature assumes that its information endowment is exogenously fixed -neglecting the role of incentives to acquire or disseminate information within the supply chain -and focuses on material flow optimization. We endogenize the information endowment of a supply chain by jointly determining the material and information flows within it, which interact through the potential for leakage of order quantity information to the competition. We relax all four assumptions (A1 −A4) common to this literature. Specifically, in our model, (i) Information acquisition is not by default; it is a decision variable. For instance, firms conduct market research such as pre-launch trials to get information on the potential market.
(ii) The decision on whether or not to share information is made after demand information is received. This sequence of events leads to equilibria that are renegotiation-proof . 1 (iii) Information may be fudged. We explicitly model the incumbent's incentives to share information truthfully. (iv) The supplier is a strategic profit-maximizer. He seeks to influence information and material flows by selectively leaking information 2 .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The model formulation is detailed in Section 3. Section 4 analyzes information sharing in the supply chain under asymmetric information. Section 5 endogenizes information acquisition by the incumbent (potentially leading to the information asymmetry of Section 4), and the wholesale price set by the supplier. The impact of information leakage on the incumbent's sourcing strategy (whether to pick common or exclusive suppliers) is detailed in Section 6. Section 7
concludes. All proofs and other mathematical details are provided in the Technical Appendix. Two firms-an 'incumbent' and an 'entrant'-compete in a market characterized by demand uncertainty. They source their product (or equivalently, a critical component for their product) from a common supplier. We index the three players-the incumbent, the entrant and the supplier, by i, e and s respectively. The incumbent enters the market first as a Stackelberg leader followed by the entrant as observing demand, to renege on information sharing in spite of ex ante agreements. However, in our setting, all equilibria are renegotiation-proof. 2 It is worth emphasizing here that much of the literature has either ignored the supplier's incentives to leak information (as in Dye and Sridhar, 2003) or considered unintentional (i.e., 'forced') leakage (Li, 2002 ). In our model, leakage is an endogenous decision variable.
The Model
the Stackelberg follower 3 . All firms are expected profit maximizers.
The sequence of events is as follows (see Figure 1 ). The incumbent firm decides whether to acquire market information to mitigate demand uncertainty. This marks the beginning of the 'Information Acquisition Game' (IAG). The incumbent then places an order with the supplier, knowing that the supplier might leak this order information to the entrant, who in turn can use this to tailor his order for the market. Thus a signaling game between the incumbent firm and the supplier/entrant is embedded within the larger model. Then the entrant places his order with the supplier. The supplier delivers the ordered quantities to the two firms, and prices and profits are realized. Since this is a dynamic (multi-stage) supply chain game under incomplete information among a supplier and two downstream
competitors, we derive and analyze the Perfect Bayesian Nash Equilibria (PBNE) (cf Fudenberg and Tirole, 1991a.) 4 in terms of the information and material flows in this setting.
We assume that the demand curve is linear and downward-sloping, with an uncertain intercept.
Specifically, the inverse demand curve is given by P (Q) =Ã − Q, where Q is the total quantity put in the market 5 . If the incumbent's order quantity is q i and the entrant's order quantity is q e , then
The interceptÃ is random and can take one of two values: a high value A H with probability p, and a low value A L (< A H ) with probability (1 − p); 6 these priors are common knowledge to all parties. 7 We assume that the wholesale price w is exogenously fixed, and without loss of generality,
we normalize w to zero (We study the effect of endogenous wholesale prices in Section 5.1.). The mean
, where the parameter θ is a proxy 3 Sequential moves arise naturally when some firms are better informed than others (cf Daughety and Reinganum, 1994), such as in settings plagued by information leakage (recall the case of Newbury Comics from the Introduction). Singer (1999) further argues that: "As a trendsetting retailer, you want to keep a product that you have introduced under wraps -so that customers can buy it, for a time at least, exclusively in your shop." The Stackelberg model is a stylized way of capturing such sequential moves. 4 An alternate equilibrium construct used for dynamic games of incomplete information is Sequential Equilibrium (Kreps and Wilson, 1982) . Fudenberg and Tirole (1991b) identify technical conditions under which a PBNE is also a Sequential Equilibrium. It is readily checked that our formulation meets these conditions. 5 The linear demand curve has been widely used in the modeling literature (cf Ziv (1993), Daughety and Reinganum (1994) , Anand and Mendelson (1997) ). It has an appealing interpretation as the demand arising from the utility-maximizing behavior of consumers with quadratic, additively separable utility functions (Singh and Vives (1984) ). 6 The assumption of binary support for the interceptÃ leads to binary incumbent 'types' in the embedded signaling setting with similar justifications. 7 The common knowledge assumption, first introduced by Lewis (1969) and later formalized by Aumann (1976) , is ubiquitous in game-theoretic models, and implicit in justifications of the Nash Equilibrium and its refinements. Thus, while common knowledge assumptions are embedded in the solution methodology itself, here we invoke it explicitly.
for demand uncertainty as expressed by the coefficient of variation. 8 The next Section analyzes the Information Dissemination Game (IDG), which assumes that the incumbent has invested in acquiring demand information and has an informational advantage. Section 6 analyzes IAG, in which information acquisition is a decision variable for the incumbent. In IAG, the subgame IDG arises when the incumbent acquires information.
The Information Dissemination Game
At the beginning of IDG, only the incumbent has access to demand information. This setting allows us to study the effect of (potential) information leakage on the incentives for information revelation and dissemination, i.e., the incumbent's incentives to share information with the supplier and the supplier's incentives to leak this information to the entrant.
To better understand the impact of leakage, consider the following two benchmark cases where information leakage is precluded: (i) The perfect information benchmark, where the true demand is common knowledge to all players at the beginning of the game, and (ii) The exclusivity contract benchmark,
where ex ante measures (such as exclusive supply contracts) are put in place to prevent leakage by the supplier. In either case, the entrant's information endowment is exogenously determined, and outside the control of the incumbent. Hence the incumbent's decisions are driven purely by his operational imperative-he strives to maximize his own profits by optimizing material flows in the supply chain.
Information revelation through material flows, if any, is irrelevant to the incumbent.
However, if there is information asymmetry (as in the present case, since only the incumbent knows the true demand state at the beginning of the game), the entrant's initial information endowment is simply his priors on the demand. If the supplier leaks the incumbent's order quantity, the entrant revises his beliefs on the true demand state based on this quantity 9 . The entrant's order quantity to the supplier, which determines his shipment to the market, is in turn a function of these posterior beliefs (his order quantity increases in the probability he ascribes to high demand). It can be shown formally that the incumbent's reaction-curve to the entrant's shipment is downward-sloping, and his profits are decreasing in the entrant's shipment quantity. Hence, the incumbent seeks to maximize the entrant's beliefs in the probability of low demand. Thus, leakage by the supplier sets the stage for the incumbent's informational imperative, where the possibility of strategically altering the entrant's information endowment in his own favor, to reap additional spoils, lures the incumbent to adjust his order quantity to convey demand information selectively. The entrant is of course aware of the incumbent's informational imperative, and factors this in the formulation of his posterior beliefs. 10
8 The standard deviation of demand, σ, can be shown to be AL (θ − 1)
) which is monotone increasing in θ. 9 The incumbent's order quantity is increasing in the demand state realized. Consequently, in any reasonable belief structure, the probability that the entrant ascribes to high demand must increase (weakly) in the incumbent's order quantity. 10 Conveying information through material flows renders the signal credible: The incumbent is forced to 'play out' the The incumbent's order quantity is either a function of the demand state realized or independent of this realization (in the latter case, his order quantity is identical under both demand states). 
The Separating Equilibrium
In a separating equilibrium, the incumbent orders a distinct quantity in each demand state. Under leakage, the entrant's inferences about the underlying demand are a function of the incumbent's order quantity q i . A reasonable belief structure ought to satisfy the following intuitive essentials: If q i were 'high enough', the entrant ought to infer that the demand state is 'high'; similarly, if q i were 'low enough', he would infer that the demand state is 'low' (see also footnote 9). The entrant's order quantity q e increases in the probability he ascribes to high demand. If the supplier observes a high q i , it is in his interest to leak, to encourage a high q e and maximize his own profits. Hence, if the supplier does not leak, 12 the entrant fears the worst (i.e., low q i implying low demand). The following proposition formalizes the entrant's belief structure, proves the existence of a separating equilibrium for all parameter values, and derives the equilibrium.
Proposition 1 A separating PBNE exists for all θ, and is as follows:
(i) The incumbent orders:
, if demand is high, and
, if demand is low and θ < 3.
(ii) The supplier always leaks.
consequences of his informational signal through his order quantities. In contrast, any form of costless verbal signaling degenerates into non-credible 'cheap talk'. Both Ziv (1993) and Lin et al (2005) get around this problem in their models of firms with private information by imposing an exogenous message-dependent cost to signals, and show that a carefully chosen cost-structure can induce truthful revelation. In our model, a message-dependent cost emerges naturally (endogenously) as the cost incurred by the distortion of order quantities.
11 Consistent with most of the literature, our analysis focuses on pure strategy equilibria wherein the incumbent's order quantities contingent on a known demand state are deterministic. Mixed strategies are particularly challenging to interpret or justify in our context. Such strategies would entail the incumbent's picking his order quantity from among multiple candidates through a random draw, even though he knows the demand state perfectly. 12 PBNE requires that beliefs be specified for all possible outcomes in the strategy space even though many of these outcomes are 'off the equilibrium path', i.e., never realized in equilibrium.
(iii) The entrant orders (1)
(iv) The profits of the incumbent and the entrant are as follows:
(a) The incumbent's earns a profit of
if demand is low and θ ≥ 3;
(b) The entrant earns a profit of
= A H´= 1, and 2 when the demand is low) is driven purely by the operational imperative. Now consider the separating equilibrium of Proposition 1. As noted earlier, in either demand state -high or low -the incumbent would like to convince the entrant that the demand is low, using his order quantity as an instrument. When θ is large (≥ 3) , the high and low demand states are so widely separated that the penalty for the high type incumbent to mimic the low type (i.e., pretending that demand is low even though it is high) by ordering sub-optimally is prohibitively large. Hence, the informational imperative is dormant, and the order quantities, driven purely by the operational imperative, coincide with those under the perfect information benchmark: Both the high and the low types truthfully convey demand by ordering A H /2 and A L /2 respectively. Thus, when θ ≥ 3, a natural separation ensues whereby information is disseminated in the supply chain through undistorted material flows. However, when θ < 3, if the low type incumbent were to order A L /2, the high type would prefer mimicking the low type by ordering A L /2 (thus signaling low demand to the entrant) to 'truthfully' ordering A H /2 and revealing the high demand to the entrant. Hence, if the low type incumbent wants to send a credible signal of low demand to the entrant, he needs to order a quantity sufficiently smaller than A L /2, to make it too costly for the high type to mimic him (even as deviating below A L /2 is costly for the low type as well). Any quantity
L´/ 2 (which is strictly less than A L /2 whenever θ < 3) accomplishes this, and hence the optimal order quantity for the low type incumbent that ensures separation from the high type and is closest to
, as stated in Proposition 1. In this scenario, the high type incumbent prefers ordering A H /2 and revealing high demand truthfully to the entrant, to ordering q * iL in order to mimic the low type and mislead the entrant. Thus, demand information is still disseminated in the supply chain, but material flows are distorted by the informational imperative (in relation to both the perfect information benchmark and natural separation). The additional operational costs inflicted on the low type incumbent by the informational imperative are the difference in his profits, given by
we find that both the incumbent and the supplier do worse under the separating equilibrium for θ < 3 than under the perfect information benchmark, while the entrant is better off. Moreover, total supply chain profits fall due to the distortion in material flows caused by the informational imperative.
The Pooling Equilibrium
In a pooling equilibrium, the incumbent orders the same quantity from the supplier under either demand state. Hence the supplier (and by extension the entrant) cannot tease out any demand information from the order quantity. Under a pooling equilibrium, therefore, the incumbent successfully fudges his order quantity to prevent information revelation. The following proposition derives a Pareto-dominant pooling equilibrium.
Proposition 2 I. When θ ≤Θ (p) =
3+2p−p 2 1+4p−p 2 , a Pareto-dominant pooling equilibrium exists and is as follows:
consistent with his beliefs that:
0, if the supplier leaks and q i < q p , OR the supplier does not leak; p, if the supplier leaks and q p ≤ q i ≤ q * ip ; 1, otherwise.
(2)
(iv) The profits of the incumbent and the entrant are summarized below:
(a) The incumbent earns a profit of
when demand is high, and
when demand is low.
(b) The entrant earns an expected profit of
II. When θ >Θ (p) , there can be no pooling equilibrium.
The results of Proposition 2 are driven by the incentives of the different incumbent types. The profits for both types of incumbent are decreasing in the entrant's order quantity, which is in turn increasing in the probability the entrant ascribes to high demand. Thus, the high type incumbent prefers pooling, leading to P r e (Ã = A H ) = p, to separation (in which case, P r e (Ã = A H ) = 1). By the same token, the low type incumbent prefers separation, so that P r e (Ã = A H ) = 0, to pooling.
¢ implies that A H and A L are far apart, and so it is too costly for the high type incumbent to emulate the low type's order quantity (Equivalently, it is easier for the low type incumbent to separate, by ordering a small-enough quantity.). Proposition 2 shows that under these conditions, the existence of any pooling equilibrium wherein the entrant's beliefs are 'reasonable' (in the sense of footnote 9) is precluded. Conversely, when θ is small
, a pooling equilibrium with reasonable beliefs is possible; Proposition 2 employs the filter of Pareto-dominance in deriving a pooling equilibrium in closed-form.
On the equilibrium path, the entrant is conservative in his beliefs, and bases his order quantity on his priors for a broad range of revealed q i . Information flow is blocked -only the incumbent knows the true demand state, and he successfully conceals his information from the rest of the supply chain.
Thus, the information endowment of all players at the end of IDG is unchanged from that in the beginning of the game. However, the entrant interprets any deviation of q i outside the range
as a sufficiently strong demand signal that warrants overruling his own priors. Any q i > q * ip or < q p is taken as conclusive evidence of high and low demand respectively. Since the supplier's incentives are to leak when he observes a high q i , the entrant fears the worst (i.e., q i < q p , implying low demand), if the supplier does not leak.
Composite Equilibrium
Our derivation of both kinds of pure strategy PBNE -pooling and separation -begs the question of which equilibrium is actually played when both are feasible (i.e., θ ≤Θ (p)). The incumbent, as the first mover, chooses one of the two, based on the demand realization he observes and the profit-maximization motive. We find that the choice of equilibrium is determined by the value of θ, relative to a threshold
, the incumbent's profits under pooling dominate those under separation for both the high and low types; hence the pooling equilibrium is chosen by either type of incumbent. WhenΘ (p) ≥ θ > = Θ (p) , the incumbent's equilibrium preferences depend on his type. The low type incumbent's profits are greater under separation than under the pooling equilibrium; hence he orders q * iL (as specified in Proposition 1) in order to reveal his type. While the high type incumbent would prefer to pool with the low type at the quantity q * ip , this strategy would not work-the entrant would correctly infer high demand if the incumbent's order quantity deviates from q * iL . Thus the high type incumbent has two choices: He can order q * iL to pool with the low type, or order a different quantity and separate out. As per Proposition 1, the high type incumbent is better off ordering the profit-maximizing quantity q * iH , and consequently a separating equilibrium ensues. To summarize, the criterion of sequential rationality determines the choice of equilibrium: When θ ≤ = Θ (p) , the pooling equilibrium is observed, and whenΘ (p) ≥ θ > = Θ (p) , the separating equilibrium is played.
Of course, when θ >Θ (p) , only the separating equilibrium is feasible. Proposition 3 provides the composite pure strategy PBNE consistent with sequential rationality as well as the Intuitive Criterion. Θ (p) → 1. When the priors are strong for high demand (i.e., p is large), the feasibility interval for the pooling equilibrium becomes vanishingly small. Under these conditions, the mean demand is close to its upper bound. Hence the entrant, basing his order quantity on the high mean demand, would release a large quantity into the market under pooling. The low type incumbent strongly prefers to prevent this and therefore favors separation by sufficiently lowering his order quantity.
In contrast, when the priors are strong for low demand, (i.e., p is small), the entrant's order quantity (based on the low mean demand) would be relatively small under pooling, reducing the incentive of the low type incumbent to separate out. In fact, as p → 0, = Θ (p) → 3, meaning that the zone of costly separation shrinks. In either equilibrium (with the sole exception of natural or costless separation when θ ≥ 3), the informational imperative leads to operational losses through a distortion of material flows.
We showed formally that the supplier, driven by his ex-post incentives, always leaks in equilibriumsomething that was often assumed in the extant literature (Dye et al. 2003 , Li 2002 ). This fact is crucial to the analysis, for the incumbent's and the entrant's behavior would be very different, if the supplier could credibly commit not to leak. Further, there are two facets to information leakage by the supplier in relation to information flows in the supply chain. Obviously, leakage promotes information dissemination within the supply chain. But on the other hand, leakage tends to block information flows by encouraging information concealment by the incumbent.
The extant literature, both in economics (Raith 1996, etc.) and in operations management (Li 2002 ), has argued that demand information will not be shared between horizontally competing firms under similar conditions (quantity competition with substitutable products). In contrast, by explicitly considering incentives, we have shown that for a wide range of parameter values, demand information is both revealed to the supplier and in turn disseminated to the competition in equilibrium without any extraneous enforcement mechanism. We only require that signaling should be credible, through appropriate costs for example, and not degenerate into 'cheap talk' (see footnote 10).
Information Acquisition
Under IDG, the incumbent acquired demand information by default. In other settings, information acquisition is a choice variable for firms. In the Information Acquisition Game (IAG), analyzed in this Section, the incumbent first decides whether to acquire information. We assume that this decision is common knowledge (see also footnote 7). He then places an order with the supplier, and the rest of the events follow IDG (Recall Figure 1) . IAG is applicable to settings where companies undertake special initiatives to acquire information, such as pre-season trials of fashion apparels. The following proposition derives the equilibrium for IAG.
Proposition 4 There exists a pure strategy PBNE for the Information Acquisition Game, which depends on the value of θ relative to the threshold Θ * (p) = In establishing Case (ii) of Proposition 4, we show that
information is acquired, only the separating equilibrium of Proposition 3 is played -the incumbent's information is revealed to the supplier through his order quantities, and is in turn leaked by the supplier to the entrant. Thus, all parties (the incumbent, the supplier and the entrant) are privy to demand information. Of course, under Case (i), none of the parties know the true demand. This leads to the following Corollary:
Corollary 1 When information acquisition is a choice variable for the incumbent, there is no information asymmetry in equilibrium: Either all players know the true demand state (when the incumbent acquires demand information) or none do (when the incumbent avoids acquiring demand information).
The intuition behind Proposition 4 is best understood as an outcome of the conflict between two components of the informational imperative itself. The first component, the internal informational imperative, strives to maximize the firm's own information endowment, and always favors information acquisition: An improvement in the firm's own information endowment, ceteris paribus, increases profits by enabling a better mapping of material flows to demand. However, such information acquisition also triggers the external informational imperative -the drive to control the information endowment of the firm's environment -which was the focus of IDG. In our setting, since order quantities carry information, the external informational imperative manifests as a distortion of material flows, leading to operational losses. The tradeoff between the internal and external informational imperatives, as a function of the demand uncertainty (θ) , is summarized in Figure 2 . For θ ≥ Θ * (p) (high demand uncertainty), the gains accrued by the internal informational imperative dominate the operational losses inflicted by the external informational imperative, and the incumbent acquires information. The continuation game in this case (zones 2 and 3 in Figure 2 below) is the separating equilibrium of Proposition 1. For small enough θ (θ ≤ Θ * (p)), the operational costs induced by the external informational imperative are excessive, and override the direct benefits of acquiring information. In this range of θ, since information acquisition triggers these operational losses, and since the incumbent cannot credibly 'throw away' the acquired information, he prefers not to acquire information even if this is costless. Hence, all players have the same information endowment (that of priors on demand), leading to a natural pooling (zone 1 in Figure 2 below). Notice that in both zones 1 and 3, the material flows are undistorted, i.e., in accord with the operational imperative, contingent on the players' information endowment.
Impact of the wholesale price on information and material flows
Throughout our analysis, and consistent with much of the supply chain literature, we assumed that the wholesale price w was exogenously fixed. We had also normalized w to zero, but in fact, with θ imputed
, the analysis of the previous sections is entirely applicable for any exogenously specified w. When the supplier controls and sets the wholesale price, he has a second instrument (other than leakage) by which to influence material and information flows, and hence to optimize his own profits. By adjusting w, the supplier can tweak the effective demand uncertainty for his customers (via the imputed θ) thereby shifting the equilibrium under IAG among the three zones of Figure 2 .
Since information is acquired and disseminated throughout the supply chain in Zones 2 and 3, but not acquired in Zone 1, the supplier can affect information flows using the wholesale price, and thereby also the material flows. Of course, the wholesale price also affects material flows directly, through the well-known double marginalization effect, and so these two effects would need to be disentangled. For a comprehensive study of the effect of double marginalization on a supply chain, see Anand et al 2005.
We illustrate these issues through a numerical example. A full-scale model with endogenous wholesale prices, focusing in particular on the relative impact of the informational imperative vis-à-vis double marginalization, merits a separate paper and is deferred to future research. This increase in supplier profits is due to changes in the supply chain's material flows, effected indirectly by using the wholesale price to control information flows. In addition, the wholesale price has a direct impact on material flows through double marginalization. We now attempt to disentangle these two effects in our example, and compare their relative impact on material flows and profits.
Informational Imperative versus Double Marginalization:
When w = w P I = $52.70, the supply chain operates in Zone 2, and the total expected quantity shipped by the supplier is 36.67. Under the optimal w * = $50.50, which tips the supply chain to Zone 1, the supplier's expected total shipment is 41.17 (an increase of about 12.3%). This increase is both through a reduction in double marginalization (when the wholesale price falls), and through the change in information flows. To isolate the former, we need to hold the information flow in the supply chain constant. Thus, even though the supplier announces a wholesale price of w * = $50.50
(which should block information flows by moving the supply chain to Zone 1), we will assume that information is acquired and disseminated, causing the supply chain to continue operating in Zone 2. In this case, we find that the total expected shipment is 38.20. Hence, the increase in material flow from 36.67 to 41.17, by moving from w P I to w * , can be parsed into two components: from 36.67 to 38.20 (an increase of 4.2%) solely due to a reduction in double marginalization, and from 38.20 to 41.17 (an additional increase of about 7.8%) due to a change in information flows induced through the incumbent's informational imperative. Thus, in moving from w P I to w * , the indirect effect of the wholesale price (through information flows) accounts for a full 65% of the change in total shipments in the supply chain, while the direct impact through double marginalization accounts for only 35%.
Profit comparisons reveal a similar story. Ignoring the impact of the wholesale price on information flows (by assuming that information is always acquired and disseminated in the supply chain), the supplier's profits fall slightly, from $1, 933 to $1, 926, when he moves his wholesale price from w P I to w * , on account of the change in double marginalization. However, when changes in information flows through the incumbent's informational imperative are also taken into account, the supplier's profits increase from $1, 926 to $2079.
Thus, in the context of this example, it is at least as important for the supplier to analyze the impact of his wholesale price on the supply chain's information flows, as it is for him to take double marginalization into account.
Exclusive sourcing strategies to counter leakage
Information leakage arises in our supply chain because the incumbent and the entrant have a common 'sourcing base' (the set of suppliers). To mitigate leakage, the incumbent could source all or part of his supply from exclusive suppliers, not shared with the entrant. Such exclusivity, though, comes at a premium, which we model as an increase in the unit sourcing cost. The exclusivity premium could be driven simply by the greater costs of doing business for the exclusive suppliers-for example, contractual restrictions on their seeking additional business, or the resultant lack of scale economies. In this section, we endogenize this sourcing decision for the incumbent: whether to select exclusive or common suppliers, or a mix of both.
The incumbent first decides on the mix of common and exclusive suppliers who constitute his sourcing base. Then he acquires information, and the rest of the events follow Figure 1. (If the incumbent does not acquire information, the threat of information leakage, and hence the need for exclusive sourcing strategies to counter this, is moot.) We denote the proportion of common suppliers in the incumbent's sourcing base by the parameter α ∈ [0, 1]; hence, the proportion of exclusive suppliers is (1 − α) . To capture the exclusivity premium, we model the incumbent's unit purchasing cost as K (α) = k 0 (1 − α) , where k 0 ≥ 0 is a scaling parameter that reflects the marginal cost of additional exclusivity, and (1 − α) measures the degree of exclusivity. K (1) ≡ 0, i.e., the cost when the incumbent engages only common suppliers is normalized to zero. Since the entrant prefers leakage of the incumbent's information, he engages the cheapest suppliers at a sourcing cost of zero.
With the inclusion of exclusive suppliers in the incumbent's sourcing base, the common suppliers do not have a complete picture of the incumbent's demand, and hence leak an imprecise demand signal to the entrant. Specifically, contingent on the demand state ('High' or 'Low'), the entrant receives a signal s e (through leakage) which is either 'High' or 'Low' with conditional probabilities
Thus the probability that the entrant receives a 'correct' signal in accordance with the true demand state is increasing in α, the proportion of common suppliers. At α = 0, the signal is uninformative (i.e., pure noise), and at α = 1, the signal is perfect. Upon observing a specific signal, the entrant's posterior beliefs on the demand state are derived from Bayes' Rule. 13 
Comparative statics
The incumbent's order quantities and profits are in turn a function of the entrant's posteriors, and their derivation involves tedious algebra. Moreover, as is readily observed from the mathematical details provided in the Technical Appendix, the expressions for these order quantities and profits are unwieldy and provide little insight. Hence, we study the behavior of the incumbent's expected profit (Eπ i ) numerically. We denote the α that maximizes Eπ i (i.e., the optimal proportion of common suppliers we might expect that the curve α * (p) is symmetric around, and minimized at, p = 1/2 (i.e., the incumbent's optimal α is lowest when the entrant's uncertainty is maximum, with the unit sourcing cost at its highest).
However, as Figure 4 shows, the curve α * (p) is not perfectly symmetric around p = 1/2, nor is its minimum reached at p = 1/2. In fact, α * (p) attains its minimum at p = 0.4, and increases more rapidly to the right of p = 1/2 (as p increases) than to the left (i.e., as p decreases). Mathematically, we find Hence, for any signal strength α (i.e., any fixed loading on the demand signal), the entrant will ship a smaller quantity to the market at p = (1/2 − ) than at p = (1/2 + ). Ceteris paribus, smaller entrant shipments lead to greater incumbent profits.
(ii) A smaller α (i.e., fewer common suppliers)
translates for the entrant into a greater reliance on his priors. Thus, preventing leakage (meaning a lower α) is more beneficial to the incumbent at p = (1/2 − ) than at p = (1/2 + ). In other words, α * (1/2 + ) > α * (1/2 − ), leading to the asymmetry of Figure 4 .
To summarize, our analysis shows that the degree of exclusivity employed by the incumbent in his sourcing strategy trades off two key factors. The first factor is the cost premium for exclusivity: higher these costs, the lower the level of exclusivity employed by the incumbent. A second factor is the level of demand uncertainty, which drives the incumbent's informational advantage, and hence determines the value of protecting this advantage by employing an exclusive supplier base to prevent leakage.
Postscript
Our understanding of the notion of 'strategy' in operations management is largely derived from an academic literature that spotlights inventory and material flow optimization (cf Zipkin 2000) and mechanisms to coordinate the supply chain under conflicting incentives (Cachon 2003) . Incentive conflicts in managing information flows have largely been modeled in non-competitive settings, and where competition has been considered, the role of incentives has typically been restricted to ex ante information sharing decisions (Chen 2003) . In essence, the role of the informational imperative − the necessity for a profit-maximizing firm to simultaneously manage not just its own information endowment, but also those of its competitors and suppliers -has been given short shrift in the literature.
Our paper is a first step towards a rigorous, modeling based, analytical understanding of strategic information management. This entails an active management of the firm's informational imperative, including making appropriate tradeoffs with material flow management in the event of conflicts, in order to maximize profits. Strategic information management is a sine qua non in particular for a firm operating in a competitive environment. In our model, demand information may be acquired, revealed, inferred and even leaked, and material and information flows intersect through leakage. Consequently, the supply chain's information endowment is not an exogenously fixed entity, but an outcome of 'strategic information management' undertaken by all firms in the supply chain.
The single-period, multi-stage setting of our model is appropriate where products with short lifecycles are sold over a concentrated season, as is the case with fashion apparels (Salmon and Blasberg, 1997), new music CDs (Singer, 1999 ) and many seasonal products. Previous academic research has
shown that under demand uncertainty, inventories, incentives and information interact in subtle but important ways (Anand, 2008; Anand et al 2008) . Extensions of our model along these dimensions are natural directions for future research, and underscore some of the limitations of the current model. 
